How to find the "Automation and Control" products > 5 mm/0.197 in. width relays (current ratings of 100 mA, 2 A, and 3 .5 A) designed for plug-in mount on 6 mm/0.236 in. width sockets .
> Allows the customer to choose the combination of relays and associated sockets from the wide range available .
Enhanced performance in any situation
> Socket with integrated reverse polarity protection circuit and power-on/relay status LED indicator . > Higher dielectric strength for 100 mA relays . > IP 67 design and fully encapsulated .
Simplified installation and mounting
> Locking/unlocking lever for replacing relay from the socket. > Simple mounting on DIN rail . > Choice of screw connector and spring terminal connection for sockets .
(1) According to 
Ready to use "Plug and play"
> Unique design of IP 20 housing and built-in heat sink with no exposed metal surfaces for optimized operating conditions .
> Easy mounting on standard 35 mm/1.378 in. DIN rail with a secure mounting latch . > Input circuit with active current limiters .
Complete solution
> Flexibility in choice of relays with two current ratings and two types of channels . > Zero Voltage switching for resistive loads and Random switching for inductive loads .
> UL and cUL approved including the general purpose and motor controller rating standards .
General presentation (continued) Zelio relay -Solid state relays General presentation (continued) Zelio relay -Solid state relays 
Control voltage
a - 18…36 V 90…140 V 200…265 V - 90…140 V for SSRDF8S45A1 relay, 90…280 V for other references 90…280 V 18…36 V 90…140 V 180…280 V c 3…12 V 15…30 V 38…72 V 4…32 V 3…32 V for SSRDCDS45A1 relay, 4…32 V for other references SCR output : 3…32 V MOSFET output : 3 .5…32 V 4…32 V Load voltage a 24…280 V 24…280 V 48…600 V 24…280 V 24…280 V, 48…530 V, 48…660 V 48…530 V c 1…24 V 1…48 V 1…60 V 1…100 V - - 3…100 V - Load
Heat sink description
Zelio heat sinks are made of aluminium with a black anodized finish for high thermal conductivity .
The heat sink performance is based on the thermal resistance rating which is defined as the heat sink resistance to the transfer of thermal energy . So the performance of SSR will increase as the value of thermal resistance decreases. The air flow or thermal conductivity can be maximized by orienting the heat sink fins vertically which in turn increases the performance . Please note that references to products and services are just examples .
Product status:
indicate whether the product is still commercialized . Otherwise, the tool suggests a product substitution .
CAD files:
available in various formats they will be easily integrated into your installation design software .
